
LIANYUNGANG, China: Towering cranes work
overtime swinging containers from cargo vessels in
the eastern Chinese port of Lianyungang, racing to
keep ahead of a perfect storm unleashed by the pan-
demic that has created gridlock in global shipping.

As the huge containers were flung onto trucks
with a thunderous clang, Shi Jiangang, a top official
with Chinese shipping company Bondex Logistics,
reflected on the backlog.

“It’s been a very great challenge,” he said. The
ship being offloaded was a South Korean vessel that
normally also carries passengers but has been given
over entirely to cargo. In the distance, a fleet of oth-
er vessels waited offshore. Lianyungang is not alone.
The global shipping network that keeps food, ener-
gy and consumer goods circulating-and the world
economy afloat-is facing its biggest stress test in
memory.

Maritime trade came under the microscope after
a Japanese-owned megaship ran aground in the
Suez Canal, blocking the busy channel for nearly a
week. It was refloated last week but the larger crisis
remains, amid warnings that soaring freight costs
could affect supplies of key goods or consumer
prices. The situation arose last year as the expand-
ing pandemic jammed the sprawling, predictable
patterns by which shipping containers are shared
around the world’s ports. 

When many countries began easing COVID-19
restrictions late last summer, a wave of pent-up
demand from hunkered-down consumers bingeing
on internet purchases delivered a shock to supply

lines. Exports from nations like China soared.

Port pile-up 
But since the end of 2020, vessels have piled up

outside overburdened Western ports, leaving Asian
exporters clamoring for the return of empty contain-
ers needed for further shipments. At Lianyungang-
China’s 10th-busiest port, according to the World
Shipping Council-desperate firms are pressing rail-
cargo containers into maritime service, placing rush
orders for new ones, and rerouting some shipping to
other Chinese ports. The price to ship a 40-foot con-
tainer from Lianyungang to the United States has
soared to more than $10,000, from the usual
$2,000-$3,000, Shi said.

The situation is “putting pressure on everyone in
the supply chain”, he said. American consumer
demand has been a key driver. The Port of Los
Angeles said last month that processed volume in
February jumped 47 percent year-on-year, the
strongest February in its 114-year history. The
number of empty containers stranded there has
also soared.

An LA port official said last week that more than
two dozen ships were waiting to berth outside Los
Angeles and Long Beach, the two busiest ports in the
United States. Normally there is no wait, but delays
now average more than a week. “We basically have a
couple of weeks of work, but more ships come in
every day,” another West Coast port official said.
Compounding the gridlock, many container vessels
had been pulled from the market for re-fitting to

meet carbon-reduction standards, while social dis-
tancing and occasional coronavirus clusters among
dockworkers have also slowed processing.

Port of Los Angeles Executive Director Gene
Seroka said recently the facility was focused on
vaccinating port workers and pushing cargo
through. “It’s critical that we clear the backlog of

cargo and return more certainty to the Pacific
trade,” Seroka said. 

Commodities information provider S&P Global
Platts said vessels were also logjammed in Singapore,
the world’s busiest container transshipment port, and
that sailing-schedule reliability was at a 10-year low.
Not everyone is complaining, though. —AFP
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Arctic mining takes 
center stage in 
Greenland election
NUUK, Denmark: Greenland votes tomor-
row in legislative elections largely seen as a
referendum on a controversial mining project
that would help diversify the Arctic island’s
economy as it plans for a future altered by
global warming. The autonomous Danish ter-
ritory obtained ownership of its vast mineral
reserves in 2009 when its self-rule powers
were widened.

Those resources, its geopolitical relevance
and easier access due to melting sea ice have
made Greenland increasingly attractive to the
world’s superpowers in recent years. Donald
Trump, when he was US president, even
offered to buy the island in 2019.

While Denmark and Greenland made it
abundantly clear the territory was not for
sale, Nuuk is nonetheless keen to attract for-
eign investments to help it cut its financial
umbilical cord to Copenhagen someday. A
rare earth and uranium mining project pro-
posed by an Australian company and backed
by Chinese investors in the south of the island
in Kuannersuit could provide a massive wind-
fall that would supplement Greenland’s main
industry, fishing. But in February, a political
crisis erupted when a junior party quit the
coalition government over the project, lead-
ing to Tuesday’s early elections for parlia-
ment’s 31 seats.

‘Unspoiled nature’ 
Social democratic Siumut, Greenland’s

largest party, has dominated island politics
since autonomy in 1979. Currently trailing in
the polls, it backs the mine project. The
opposition left-green party Inuit Ataqatigiit
(IA), leading in the polls, opposes any urani-
um mining, fearing the radioactive waste
could harm the pristine environment.

“We have to say no to the mine and allow
ourselves to develop our country our own
way,” Mariane Paviasen, an IA member of
parliament and leader of the anti-mine
charge, said. “In Greenland we have clean air
and unspoiled nature. We live in harmony
with nature and we aren’t going to pollute it.”

A resident of Narsaq, the village of 1,500
inhabitants where the mine would operate for
37 years if approved, she has been fighting
for eight years to block the mine’s permit. In
2010, Australian company Greenland
Minerals obtained an exploration license for
the Kuannersuit deposit, considered one of
the world’s richest in uranium and rare earth
minerals — a group of 17 metals used as
components in high-tech devices such as
smartphones, flat screen displays, electric
cars and weapons. The company’s environ-
mental protection plan was recently
approved but authorities still need to green-
light the project before an operating license
can be issued. — AFP

SAN FRANCISCO, California: A fully loaded container ship sits idle in the San Francisco Bay just outside of the
Port of Oakland in San Francisco, California. — AFP

Logjam deepens at the world’s 
ports as pandemic hits shipping

Suez Canal blockade puts Maritime trade under the microscope

More liquidity means
more instability 
on Wall Street
NEW YORK: The collapse of the Archegos fund is
only the most recent example of how extreme liq-
uidity can make financial markets more volatile and
sometimes lead to bizarre outcomes.

Another dramatic instance came in late January,
when shares of GameStop suddenly skyrocketed
following a buying frenzy coordinated by retail
investors eager to defend the video game retailer
from funds betting against the company.

Shares of GameStop have since retreated, but
the episode shined an uncomfortable light on online
trading platforms and speculative investment funds
involved in the financial melee. In the case of
Archegos, leading banks appear poised for hefty
losses following billions of dollars in sudden stock
liquidations by a fund that had large market expo-
sure backed by very little cash.

Then there has been the wave of SPACs (special
purpose acquisition companies), which have
entered public markets through transactions with
fewer rules than traditional stock offerings. All of
these cases show how a flood of liquidity in the
wake of accommodative monetary policy is chang-
ing Wall Street.

“Stocks have risen extremely quickly from their
lows last March, but there is still plenty of liquidity
out there,” said Gregori Volokhine of Meeschaert
Financial Services. The Federal Reserve has been
aggressive in pumping funds into the financial sys-
tem. Also, both President Joe Biden and predeces-
sor Donald Trump signed sweeping fiscal packages
that primed households and businesses with funds.

“I just don’t know that we’ve seen this much
money hit the system this fast between what we’ve
seen in stimulus checks and now what we’re going
to see with infrastructure,” said TD Ameritrade mar-
ket strategist JJ Kinahan, alluding to Biden’s just-
introduced $2 trillion infrastructure plan.

Some of the volatility is also the result of
investors trying to navigate shifts in the market as
the economy rebounds with more people vaccinat-
ed and technology shares that prospered during
lockdowns lose some of their luster. “Enterprising
investors know they need to find other vehicles
besides software, social networks and e-commerce
stocks,” Volokhine said. “They’re looking for ways
to make more money.”

Kinahan said implosions like Archegos can hap-
pen when funds are “looking to differentiate their
returns, which is harder do in a bull market.” 

New regulation? 
The churn in the market is sparking talk of more

financial regulation. In the wake of GameStop, law-
makers have grilled online trading platform
Robinhood over its moves to temporarily restrict

trading amid the frenzy. 
Robinhood, which itself plans to go public, has

also been questioned about its relationships with
hedge funds that do business with it. The Archegos
debacle has focused debate on swaps, derivative
transactions that can allow big, high-risk bets with
small upfront payments. The opacity of the swaps
market makes it a prime candidate for new rules
from the Securities and Exchange Commission,
Volokhine said. “The SEC could move quickly to
force banks to disclose more about swaps,” he said.
“Right now, there isn’t much transparency.” — AFP

In this file photo a Wall St sign hangs at the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) at Wall Street. 

Myanmar workers 
strike to force
junta’s hand
BANGKOK:  Tens of thousands of Myanmar work-
ers have gone on strike over the past two months,
hoping that economic paralysis will force the hand
of the wealthy generals who ousted civilian leader
Aung San Suu Kyi on February 1. Bank employees,
doctors, engineers, customs officers, dockers, rail-
way staff and textile workers have all downed tools
as part of a civil disobedience movement.

Some striking workers are among the 550 peo-
ple killed in the military’s crackdown on anti-coup
protests, while many others have been arrested or
gone missing. But they say the junta has forced
them to take radical action, even if they cannot
march in the streets alongside many of their compa-
triots. “I have no more money, I am terrified, but I
have no choice: we must destroy the dictatorship,”
Aye, a 26-year-old bank employee in Yangon, said.
“We don’t demonstrate in the street, we are too
afraid to be on the military lists and to be arrested,”
she said. “Our revolution is silent.”

That continued resistance comes despite repeat-
ed appeals — and threats — from the military in
state media for people to get back to work, and
strikers say they are getting stronger. “Our move-
ment is growing,” Thaung, a civil aviation employee
tells AFP, saying more than half of the 400 people in
his department have not returned to work. 

‘Risky bet’
The chaos is already undermining one of Asia’s

poorest economies, already battered by the coron-
avirus pandemic, where a quarter of the population

lives on less than a dollar a day.  The World Bank is
now forecasting a 10 percent contraction in GDP in
2021, a huge step backwards for a country that had
seen considerable growth during the democratic
transition led by Suu Kyi’s civilian government.

“The junta was not ready for such resistance,”
says Francoise Nicolas, Asia Director of the
French Institute of International Relations (Ifri),
who described the strikes as “a risky bet”. With
the banking sector paralysed, employees are
having problems getting paid and cash machines
are empty.

Myanmar’s garment sector, which was flourishing
before the putsch with some 500,000 employees, is
collapsing. Foreign companies such as Sweden’s

H&M and Italy’s Benetton have announced that they
are suspending their orders, while Chinese-owned
textile factories working for Western brands have
been set on fire.

As a result, thousands of female workers have
gone unpaid and have had to return to their home
villages. The situation is also alarming for farmers-
the cost of seeds and fertilisers is rising, while the
currency, the kyat, is depreciating, causing their
income to dwindle. 

Meanwhile, prices are soaring. Palm oil has risen
by 20 percent in Yangon since the coup and rice by
more than 30 percent in parts of Kachin state, a
poor northern region, according to data from the
UN World Food Programme (WFP). —AFP

This handout photo taken and released by Dawei Watch yesterday shows a protester holding an overturned alms
bowl while taking part in a demonstration against the military coup in Dawei. -—AFP


